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S^KSS|Waye« S^t Stage
From 8-11:45 p. m. on Saturday, March 16, the Choral Society and the Bates band will present their annual "Pops Concert" in the Alumni Gymnasium.
"Nautical Whirl" has been selected as theme for the affair which will feature dancing
to the music of Steve Stephens
and his orchestra alternating
with presentations by the two
musical groups.
Announce Program
Anita Kastner, '59, and Harry
Bennert. '58, co-chairmen for the
concert, have announced the
program which is to be presented in two parts. At 9 p. m. the
band will open the program
with Handel's "Allegro from the
Water Music Suite."
Other numbers to be included
are: "Autumn Leaves," "Fantasy on American Sailing Songs,"
"Vincent Youman's Fantasy,"
and the "Nutmegger's March"
by Osterling. Peter Carey, '59,
will be guest conductor as the
band performs Olivadoti's "Hall
of Fame March."
List Selection*
Another
Handel
selection,
"Let Their Celestial Concerts
Unite," will be the opening
number offered by the Choral
Society at 10:30 p. m. The men's
chorus will be featured in two
numbers, Schubert's "The Shepherdess" and "We Sail the

WVBC
Due to technical difficulties WVBC will not broadcast until further notice.

Betty Bates

For Drama Quartet

Ocean Blue" by Gilbert and Sullivan.
The entire chorus will render
such selections as "Serenade"
by Schubert as well as "High
Barbary," "Shenandoah," and
"The Drunken Sailor." Also on
the program are several selections from the Broadway musical "My Fair Lady."
Prof. D. Robert Smith will
conduct the groups and will be
assisted by accompanists Carol
Lux, Miss Kastner and James
Kyed.
Name Committee
The general committee consists of George "Bud" Gardiner,
president of the band, and Choral Society president Wasil Katz.
They will be assisted by Janet
Spiers and Paul Snow, decorations; Beverly Woods and Alfred
Ziegler, tickets and programs;
Lee Larson and Owen Wood,
lighting.
■ David Lowry, Kenneth Parker, and Michael Vartabedian are
in charge of refreshments; and Drama Quartet rehearses for Shaw's "Don Juan In Hell,"
David Paige and Larson, tables.
opening tomorrow in the Little Theatre.
Bennert and Gardiner are in
charge of the orchestra, while
Kyed is handling posters and
publicity.
Make Reservations
Reservations may be made
Below is printed the official statement of the revised colwith Mrs. Robert G. Berkelman
at 340 College St., or by calling lege policy toward the use of alcoholic beverages. This
her at Lewiston 2-6617. Tickets policy has been accepted by a vote of the faculty, and apare selling for $2.50 a couple
pears here just as it will be printed in the new Bates Blueand need not be paid for until
they are picked up. Balcony book and the college catalog. The clarified policy is as
seats are on sale for 50 cents follows:
the Faculty Committee on Diseach.
"Bates College is opposed to cipline.
the use of intoxicants on or off
Remind Students Of Law
campus.
"All students are reminded
"A student who has been that there are legal restrictions
drinking and who becomes dis- in the State of Maine upon the
sale of intoxicants to anyone unorderly, is involved in any disder the age of twenty-one. The
turbance, interferes with the College expects its students to
Every Spring," was sponsored rights of others, damages prop- abide by these laws."
by Ward Brothers. Modeling a erty, or brings the name of the
variety of spring and summer College into disrepute by unacoutfits including coats and suits,
dresses and gowns, bathing suits, ceptable social behavior shall be
play clothes, and pajamas, were subject to dismissal from the
(Continued on page three)
College upon recommendation of

Faculty Clarifies Official Policy
Concerning Drinking At College

Nangle Tops Competition
For Annual WAA Award
Jayne Nangle, a junior from,
Marshfield, Mass., was chosen
Betty Bates '57 Friday night at
the annual Betty Bates Night
program which marked the end
of Health Week. Miss Nangle,
who succeeds Joanne Trogler, is
a proctor in Wilson House, vicepresident of WAA, and a member of the Bobettes swimming
group. She is majoring in history.
The two finalists,
Barbara
Stetson and Miss Nangle, were
selected from a field of eight
candidates by the judges —
Prof.
Ilene Avery;
Roberta
Cain, physical education instructor; Judith Larkin, president of
WAA; Barbara Prince, president
of Stu-G; Priscilla Hatch Stred,
Betty Bates '54; and Prof. Lena
Wamsley. Final selection was
made by the students present.
Award Priies
Rebecca F e r e t o s presented
prizes to the girls demonstrating
the best posture at dinner. Prizes also went to the girls keeping the neatest room in each
dormitory.
A fashion show, "It Happens

Actors Rehearse
"Don Juan" For
Three-Day Run
by Joan Bemis
Tomorrow at 8 p. m. in the
Little Theater the first performance of George Bernard Shaw's
drama quartette "Don Juan In
Hell" will be presented under
the direction of Prof. Lavinia
M. Schaeffer and assistant director Ruth Zimmerman. The performance will be repeated Friday and Saturday evenings.
Tickets may be purchased for
SI.50.
"Don Juan In Hell" is a work
in which Shaw's talent and development of a great idea by
means of humour are displayed.
The imperfection and superficiality of life on earth is emphasized with optimism concerning the future.
Describes Setting
The setting is the bland but
friendly VieU ol Shaw's imagination, a kingdom where one
eternally pursues the elusive
and unrealistic happiness enhanced by glamour. "There is
plenty of humbug in hell, indeed there is hardly anything
else." Props consist only of
stools on which the four readers
sit.
Place is important in this
drama quartette as the characters debate the advantages and
disadvantages to be found living in heaven or hell. In contrast to his hell, Shaw's heaven
is the domain of life and reality, perhaps not as exciting as
hell but free of false striving
for phantoms. "To be in hell is
(Continued on page three)

Midshipmen Debate Coeds
On Coeducation In College

Participate In Betty Bates Contest

Last year's Betty Bates Joanne Trogler (c.) poses with
finalist Barbara Stetson (1.), Betty Bates '57 Jayne Nangle (r.).

S i.x Annapolis midshipmen
and their coach will arrive here
tomorrow for a series of debates
with Bates teams, Prof. Brooks
Quimby has
announced.
In
Chapel Friday morning split
teams consisting of one cadet
and one Bates student each, will
compete on the question "Resolved: cooeducation is preferable to segregation in institutions of higher learning." Joan
Galambos and one midshipman
will take the affirmative, while
Mary-Ellen Crook and another
midshipman will argue for the
negative.
Two other debates will take
place Friday afternoon at 4
p. m. in Pettigrew Hall. The
subject of the contest will be
the national college topic "Resolved: that the United States
should discontinue direct economic aid to foreign countries."

Debate On Economic Aid
The Bates affirmative will
consist of Elvin Kaplan and
Holger Lundin. Speaking for the
negative will be Julian Freedman and Robert Harlow. Janice
Tufts is arranging the social affairs for the visiting debaters.
Grant Reynolds will serve as
manager.
The State Novice Tourney will
be held Monday afternoon at
Colby. The national college topic will be debated, with Malcolm MacBain and Roger Allen
speaking for the affirmative and
Mary-Ellen Crook and John
Lawton for the negative.
The other debates will take
place in a series of three rounds,
with Bates meeting each of the
other major Maine colleges.
Prof. Brooks Quimby will accompany the group.
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Cit Lab Speaker Stresses
Individual's Role In Politics
by Phil Gushee
Mrs. Jean B. Sampson, president of the League of Women
Voters in Maine, was the guest
speaker in Citizenship Laboratory last Thursday.
Speaking on "The Role of the
Citizen in the Political Process."
Mrs. Sampson stated, "Every citizen is inescapably involved in
politics. If we want a world of
peace and building up instead of
a world of war and tearing
down, the average citizen must
take part in politics."
Mrs. Sampson cited the problem of crooked politics as a
major stumbling block to the
citizen's participation in polics. Because of the false notion
that all polifcians are corrupt,
the average citizen often wastes
his right to vote. "It is when
the citizen doesn't vote that dirty politics begins to grow," she
asserted.
Considers Interest Groups
The place of pressure and
public interests groups in the

political scene was discussed.
"The politician is a man skilled
in making politics work. But the
average citizen must participate
in politics by other means. That
is the role of pressure and public interest groups. They do the
job of keeping politicians knowing what the people want."
"The League of Women Voters is a public interest group
which believes that participation
in government is necessary for
the success of democracy," stated Mrs. Sampson. "It is an action group working for the public interest." She went on to
note that among other things,
the League has backed better
feder

*' ho"sin8 ProJects- aid to
--J and the ^ ted^Nat.ons,
nonPartlsan
Supports Local Projects
As an example of local political action, Mrs. Sampson cited
the recent work done by the
League in backing a state probation and parole system. Largely through the efforts of the
League of Women Voters, the
bill supporting this measure is
ainin
ublic and

Buschmann Presents
Movies On Germany « e P
poetical support.
Tomorrow Evening
The signififance of party

Tomorrow evening at 7 p. m. work cannot be overestimated."
in the Filene Room. Pettigrew. concluded Mrs. Sampson. "The
Hall, Prof. August Buschmann opportunity of finding an outlet
will show the second in a series for -vour talents or opinions in
of films on Germany.
| political work is unlimited."
In the first movie entitled.
"Fruhlinguber Alten Dachern." I T _,___,__ __-_ /~»7.. L-»

Nurnberg will be depicted dur- j^CTngUOge CiUJDS

'gelation 1UU*:
The following campus religious organizations will hold
their regular meetings during
the coming week.
Canterbury Club will have its
weekly meeting Sunday evening
at the home of Prof. Robert
Seward, 9 Arch Avenue. The
topic under discussion will be
"The . Symbol of Ashes." The
question of whether or not man
is naturally good will also be
considered.
Present Programs
Hillel will present a special
Purim program at a breakfast
at 10 a. m. Sunday in the
Beth
Jacob
Synagogue
on
the corner of Sabattus and
Shawmut Streets, Lewiston. A
skit about this holiday will be
presented by the University of
Maine Hillel and election of of.ficers for next year will be held.
-—J —
will hold its regular meeting at
7:30 p. m. Sunday in the Sunday
School room on College Street.
Discuss Art And Religion
Dr. Roy Fairfield will lead a
discussion of the religious aspects and implications of modern art forms at the regular
meeting of Judson Fellowship, 7
p. m. Sunday at the parsonage.

OC Describes Activities
Monday's chapel program was
presented by the officers and
Board of Directors of the Outing
Club in order to acquaint the
student body with the activities
of OC and to arouse interest in
the several positions open to
freshmen. Six women and six
men will be selected to fill these
posts. Interested students are
invited to a reception in the
Skelton Lounge this evening at
7:30 p. m.
Theodore Freedman. president |

Miller, Sawyer Lead
"Quest" Discussion
At the Friday evening meeting of "Quest," held at the home
of Prof. Robert Seward, Dr.
James Miller and Dr. William
Sawyer led a discussion of student-faculty relations. A group
of approximately 40 students attended the meeting.
This
Friday Dean Walter
Boyce will head a discussion of
student - administration
re1ations. This meeting will also be
held at 7 p. m. at Professor
Seward's home, 9 Arch Avenue.
All students and faculty members are invited to attend.

Placement News
For students interested in employment in the business field,
Dr. L. Ross Cummins, director
of the Guidance and Placement
Service, has announced the following interview opportunities.
Students should sign up at the
office.
On Tuesday, March 12, A. A.
Rikkola will meet with men who
express an interest in credit investigation and reporting for
Dun and Bradstreet, Inc.
Technical Jobs Open
On the same day, The Potomac River Naval Command's
representative. E. H. Woodward,
will interview men and women
for various scientific and technical positions.
The Teachers Insurance and
Annuity Association have open-j
ings for men with mathematics
and economics majors, as well
as those available for managerial
assistantships.
Interviews Juniors
Harold B. Brian, the Association's representative, will also
discuss summer employment opportunities for juniors possibly
interested in permanent employment, on Wednesday, March
13.
Also On Wednesday, Judith
Moulton of the United Aircraft
Corporation will interview women with backgrounds suitable
for research assistants, computing
analysts, and technical
duties.
On Thursday,
March
14,
C. W. Garrett of The Grand
Union Tea Company, food distributors, will be available to
discuss the company's management training program.
Another insurance company,

Reverend Shane
the Springfield Fire and Marine, ,Dies At Camden
has sent Norman Van Tassel toj
interview prospective
special | Rev- William John Shane, recagent trainees.
tor of the Trinity Episcopal
For those interested in busi-1 Church of Lewiston, died last
ness management, research, and j Friday morning while conducttechnical operations, the New inS a clerical retreat at CamEngland and Bell System Tele- den- Father Shane was chapphone Companies will be repre- Iain to the Episcopal students at
sented on Friday, March 15, by Bates.
Rev
Thomas Clark and his associ- Shane was born in
ates.
Philadelphia and educated at
Men who plan to do graduate Temple University, Drew Semiwork may apply for part-time narY and Nashotan Seminary.
Resident Advisorships in any i He was ordained in 1944.
H
field at Syracuse University.
e came to Maine from AlThey should write directly to I bany, N. Y., and has been rector
Phillip C. Worden at the Office!0* the Lewiston church since
of the Dean of Men, Syracuse \ 1954- Rev- Shane was also revUniversity, Syracuse 10, N. Y. erend-in-charge
of
Christ
Announces Summer Employment Church, Norway, and chaplain
Summer employment for a of the Bates Canterbury Club.
During World War II he
student qualified to act as assistant sailing instructor is avail- served as a commissioned officer
able at the Portland Yacht Club. with the U. S. Navy. He married
Inquiries should be directed to the former Ida Fave in 1943,
George B. Morrill, Jr., Vice who survives. He also leaves one
Commodore,
Portland
Yacht daughter.
Club, Falmouth Foreside, PortYOUR FAVORITE
land.
STERLING PATTERNS
The Maine Turnpike Howard!
in
Johnson restaurants announce
Towlo — Gorham — Lunt
the need for personnel: waitReed and Barton
resses, fountain clerks, cashiers,
International — Wallace
grill men, salad girls, and
Easy Terms
kitchen maintenance.
All interested should write,
immediately to James Ivers,
WfcW
Howard Johnson's, Maine Turn**NC6
U &
pike,
Kennebunk.
Applicants
With previous experience are SO Lisbon Si.
Dial 4-5241
especially desired.

ing the spring season. A small;
village procession in a Bavarian \
town south of Munich will be, /n /**■U r, c A W/-» 7 7
£
V
pictured in the film "Leonhardif-;
'"Uae AJ.U.11
ahrt zu Tolz."
Saturday evening the Chase
Plays Recording
Hall Ballroom was the scene of
Last month over '150 students a mythical "Rendezvous on the
saw films portraying the Black i Rhine" sponsored by the French
Forest during the winter season, J and German Clubs,
and the customs and traditions
Murals portrayed the Brandat a small village in the heart enburg Gate of Berlin, Paris"
of the Bavarian Alps. Professor i Eiffel Tower, and a large map
Buschmann also played the fa-' of both countries. Flags of the
mous "Happy Wanderer" song j two countries and streamers in
by the Oberkirchen choir on his the national colors completed
tape recorder.
the decorations.
Present Entertainment
NOTICE
Entertainment included vocal
All students are reminded
selections by Lawrence Beer
lhat clubs will hold their
and Calvin Wilson and an imregular monthly meetings
personation of a French perTuesday evening at 7 and
fume salesman by Helene Mar8:30 p.m. Notices for incoux. Gilbert Ollivier offered
dividual clubs will be postthree French songs, with guitar
ed on the various campus
accompaniment by Fon
Soe
bulletin boards.
"Bob" Yap. Also included in the
program were accordian selections by James Parker.
Calendar
Those attending danced to reTonight
corded music as the scheduled
Vespers, 9:15-9:45 p.m., Chapel band failed to appear. RefreshThursday
ments of punch and cookies
"Don Juan In Hell," 8 p. m., were served in the Chase Hall
Little Theatre
Lounge.
Friday
Debate, 4 p. m., Pettigrew Hall
Dance Lessons, 7-8 p. m., Chase Stu-C Plans Solution
Thursday - Saturday
Hall
To
Chapel
Program
"ADVENTURES OF
"Don Juan In Hell," 8 p. m.,
ROBIN HOOD"
Little Theatre
Last Wednesday evening the
Saturday
Student Council brought up the
Errol Flynn
— R I T Z —
"Don Juan In Hell," 8 p. m., problem of chapel conduct. Stu"COLORADO TERRITORY"
Little Theatre
G and the CA will also take
WED. - THURS.
"SECOND GREATEST SEX"
Joel McCrae
Tuesday
part in attempting to arrive at
George Nader - Jeanne Crain
Club Night
a workable solution to the probVirginia
Mayo
"QUENTIN DURWARD"
lem.
Robert Taylor - Kay Kendall Sunday - Wednesday
FRI. - SAT,
Bruce Perry reported to the
Chapel Schedule
"VOODOO WOMAN"
Council that a committee is "DON'T KNOCK THE ROCK'
Bill Haley and The Commuters
Friday
presently working on the idea of "RUMBLE ON THE DOCKS"
Maria English
Annapolis debaters
turning the
freshman work
Alan Freed
Tom Conway
Monday
project into a year-round activiSUN. - MON. - TUES.
"THE UNDEAD"
Music
ty. The Stu-C also agreed to pay "THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
June Allyson - Gene Kelley
Wednesday
Pamela Duncan
for a tea at which this proposal "HOLD
BACK THE NIGHT"
Student-led program
will be made to the Faculty. John Payne
Richard Garland
Mona Freeman

Sponsor Dance

of the club, introduced the OC
officers and board members.
Committee Heads Speak
Representatives of the various
committees spoke on their work
and duties. Dustin spoke for the
hikes and trips committee and
pointed out its three main activities of planning canoe trips,
hikes and ski excursions.
Parrinello gave the three main
duties of the equipment committee: maintenance and repair of
equipment, collection of equipment deposits, which aid in repairing and replacing worn
equipment, and the purchasing
of new.
Lynde Discusses Carnival
Lynde discussed Winter Carnival, posing the question, "Was
Carnival a success?" He stated
that financially it was a success.
He stated that 240 tickets were
sold, representing about half of
itors.
Charles Dings spoke briefly on
the Mayoralty weekend clambake, sponsored by OC, after
which he introduced the "clambake queen," otherwise known
as Freshman James Sutherland.
Kenneth Parker provided a
dramatization of a typical hiker.

STRAND

0ass tjm

EMPIRE
LAST TIMES TODAY
Paramount
preicntl

f£o/>/e

ItCHNICCLOR*

F

TIIUR. - FRI. - SAT.
"

The

■■

p

ROBERT :,C ALDO

'WAN H-JS,, RAY!
^^»

»«l.ai.d An, UmlW Artlih

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
FRED MacMURRAY
"Gun For A Coward"
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"VICEROY HAS
THE SMOOTHEST
TASTE OF ALL!''
S M O OT H ! From the finest tobacco grown. Viceroy selects only
the Smooth Flavor Leaf... Deep-Cured golden brown for extra smoothness!
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Institute Offers Phillips Notes Changes
Fellowships For
Campus In Chapel Talk
Study Overseas On
"We do expect a lot academically from Bates students,"

The Institute for International
asserted President Charles F. Phillips in a speech given
Education has released information concerning study programs Friday morning in Chapel.
the president. He pointed out
In presenting facts concerning that Mitchell House would be
in Austria, Iran, and Italy.
The University of Vienna the first semester, the President converted into a women's dormisummer session, held from July noted that the failure rate was tory, Parker Hall would be
14 to August 24 at Strobi, Aus- at its lowest point in the past transferred to male occupants,
tria, will feature advanced Ger- four years. On the other hand, and the new women's dorm beman and courses in European | there are 73 students who are hind Pettigrew Hall would be
culture. Applicants must have j on trial this semester, which is ready for use.
completed two years of college higher than at any other time
In looking to the future, the
from 1953-56.
work by June.
speaker outlined some of the
List Scholarships
Increase in Applications
proposed plans. The next buildEight scholarships for tuition,
Phillips then stated that ing to be completed will be a
board and room are available. "there were more applications new "Little Theater," but as it
The closing date for application for admission to Bates this year will cost approximately $350,for these scholarships is April 15. than ever before." Since we are 000 it will not be ready for two
and for admission, June 15.
trying to maintain a small col- to four years for it will take
The University of Teheran is lege enrollment, candidates for that long to obtain the needed
offering American students two next year's freshman class are funds. A new men's dorm to refellowships for study and re- presenting a problem for Milton place the barracks has also been
search in Iran during 1957-58. L. Lindholm and Dean Hazel M. scheduled.
The awards, which cover main- Clarke.
Discusses Loan Corporation
tenance, tuition, and transportaBoth admissions officers are
Phillips discussed a new prition costs, are for work in the trying to limit the number of
vate organization, the Massachusciences and the humanities.
new students, so that Bates will setts Higher Education AssistRequirements include a bache- drop its total enrollment to a
ance Corporation, which has relor's degree and some knowledge level of 825 students.
cently been organized to help
of the Persian language. Appli'When vou come back next guarantee loans to college stucations must be submitted by year there will be a few
dents with low interest rates
April 1.
changes seen on campus." stated andlong-term" repayments.
Name Italian Awards
T5
~ I ^e expressed the hope that
The Italian government in co- _
D6tty JjcltPS
this state organization would deoperation with several Italian
I
velop into a New England Cor(Continued from page one)
universities has made availDonna
Barnard.
Elizabeth
Dick,
Poration.
"Here is something
able to American men and wolhat is a
Practical approach in
men fellowships for advanced son. Sandra Folcik. Carol Gil- i hel in
bert. Nancy Harrington. Louise i
P e students attend college
study.
Grants of various amounts Hjelm, Dorothy Jones. Elvia who were unable to because
are provided in different fields Magnuson, Miriam Robinson. they could not afford it."
The president then announced
and many include expenses for Anita Ruf. Carol Swanson, and
that
he has proposed to Dean
travel in Italy. A bachelor's de- Judith Turnbull.
(Continued
on page four)
gree is necessary by the time Conduct Activities
Helene Marcoux led the comthe award is taken up. Closing
date for the Italian competition munity singing, and Miss ■ Trogler and Nancy Carey acted as
is April 1.
Applications may be obtained commentators. Miss Feretos and
from and returned to the Insti- Mary Ann Houston were in
tute of International Education. charge of Health Week, while
Bates received more superior
1 East 67th Street. New York 21, Nancy Anderson and Marjorie ratings than any other college at
Ke«nc headed the Fashion show. the Maine Intercollegiate ForenN. Y.
sic Festival held Saturday at
Bowdoin College.
In the category of prose reading Kenneth Harris presented
"The Corn Is Green," and Benedict Mazza, "The Glass MenagDonna Ana. Father Appear
erie." In the area of interpreta(Continued from page one)
The two other characters are tion of poetry. Clifford Lawto drift; to be in heaven is to
Donna Ana, read by Frances rence read the "Soliloquy of a
steer."
Hess, and her father who has Spanish Cloister,"
and John
Portray Don Juan. Devil
been commemorated by a sta- Lovejoy offered varied selecDon Juan, read by Ronald tue,
is enacted
by James tions from "The Lady's Not for
Walden, is a man unwillingly Zepp. Donna Ana. the woman Burning."
condemned to hell for killing a for whom Don Juan and her
man in a duel. He loved and father had formerly dueled. Is Consider Contemporary Problems
In the original oratory section
left many women on earth but a prudishly conventional person
is now a sincere and perceptive recently arrived in hell who is of the festival Everett Ladd dis- ,
character not satisfied
with indignantly seeking her way to cussed "A Challenge"; Grant
Reynolds spoke on the topic
hell's unrealism. He migrates heaven.
"Nationalism
Faces Armagedto heaven.
Her father, a resident of heaThe "misunderstood" Devil, ven visiting in hell, is still don." Extemporaneous speakers
and
King
played by Eugene Peters, is a ashamed of being killed in the David Danielson
Check
considered
respectively
witty individualist who extracts duel and finds heaven "the most
from life the superficial aspects angelically dull place in all the problems "Is our Spending
for Defense Excessive?" and
pleasing to him and ignores the creation."
"Did the Montgomery, Ala., Bus
unpleasing. He is self-assured
Notes Faults Of Life
Situation Further Racial UnderI and humorous as he observes, "I
The Devil is fond of pointing standing in the South?"
know that it is universally adout the imperfect situation on
mitted in good societies that the
earth by observing that man is
Prince of Darkness is a gentlemore interested in death than
man, and that's good enough for
in life. When Don Juan insists
Preliminary tryouts for
me."
that fighting for an idea makes
"Arms and the Man," the
cowardly men great, the Devil
Robinson Players May proretaliates by stating. "Beauty
duction, will be held later
and patriotism are only words
this week. Those interested
which can be turned inside-out
must sign up immediately
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645 like a glove. But they are only in the Little Theater. Play
words, not realities."
books are on reserve in the
We specialize in
The final note of optimism is
library and candidates are
BIRTHDAY CAKES
set forth at the end by Donna
requested to read the script
and
Ana. Don Juan's scornful attiin advance.
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
tude toward woman as a creaFor Parties
ture who is merely searching for when Donna Ana declares, "I
Delivery Upon Request
a father for her children and believe in the life to come. A
54 Ash Street
Don Juan's cherished philosophy father. A father for the Superof a future Superman merge man."

Students Enter
Speech Festival

Rob Players Set Stage For
Presentation Of 'Don Juan'

SUPER SMOOTH! Only Viceroy smooths each puff
through 20,000 filters made from pure cellulose—soft, snow-white, natural!

Play Tryouts

BAKERY
DRAPER'S

O l»l». Brown «c WUIiuuon TobKXO Corp
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Alumnus Of The Week

Editorials
Pleasing Policy

On page one of this issue of the STUDENT appears the
official Bates College policy toward the use of alcoholic beverages as it has been revised and clarified. Students and
faculty members have been working on this revision since
the drinking policy controversy last November, in order to
arrive at a more concrete and clearly understood statement
of the college's attitude toward drinking on and off campus.
The policy as it now stands is the result of careful and
thorough consideration of the problem from several viewpoints. A tentative conclusion was reached and presented to
the faculty as a whole — not just to a representative committee — which voted to adopt the revision.
An Improvement
We feel that the clarified statement is a distinct improvement over the former one. First, under the previous policy,
the clause stating that students who violate the drinking
rules "will be subject to disciplinary action," was interpreted
by the faculty in one manner, and by the student body, in
Harris W. Rowe. '30 AB
another, with regard to what sort of "action would be taken.
Captain
Harris W. Rowe, '30,
Unfortunately, realization of this conflict came about at the
i
received
the
"Four Chaplains
expense of an actual case involving a student.
Award" on February 2 at a cerThe new policy, however, while not stating what penalty
will be imposed upon a violator, does state what action may emony in New York City.
be taken, depending on the circumstances of the particular The award commemorates the
case. In other words, the student now knows just what can four chaplains who gave their
happen to him if he oversteps certain stated limits. The word- life jackets away and who
helped their shipmates when
ing is now clear-cut, with little room for misinterpretation.
torpedoes sank the USS DorTo Drink Or Not To Drink
cester in World War II. The
Secondly, the college has reaffirmed its belief that the in-1 Four Chaplains went down with
dividual student should be the one to decide whether or not I the ship.
he drinks. He knows the attitude of the college but he is
given the freedom to make the choice himself. Nothing pro- The Four Chaplains Award is
dibits him from a certain degree of drinking if he so wishes. given by the Chaplain AlexanA third point to be noted is that while not specified in the der D. Goode Lodge, B'nai
policy itself, the faculty has not altered the Student Council's ' B'rith. in cooperation with the
right to handle drinking cases. The Council may still handle Armed Forces Chaplains' Board.
such cases on an equal basis with other disciplinary cases. It is presented to each of three
Many argue that Stu-C does not have broad enough powers chaplains, one from each branch
in this area, since its decisions must be approved by a faculty of the Armed Forces, who concommittee, but this is really a separate issue, and is not re- tributed to interfaith goodwill.
Captain Howe is the senior
lated to the drinking policy per se.
chaplain in the Eleventh Naval
Opposition Inevitable
District, a post he has held
There will be some on campus, both among students and since July 1. 1956. He was previfaculty members, who do not approve the revised policy. ously at the Naval Training
This is unavoidable no matter what the policy states. Those Center, San Diego.
favoring prohibition will look on the revision as too weak.
He graduated from ColgateTo those persons may we point out the impracticability of
Rochester Divinity School in
such a policy both in terms of enforcement and a realistic
approach to the problem. Others will feel that the policy is 1933 and in the same year benot liberal enough. They will feel that no restrictions should came pastor of the Central Bapbe placed on student drinking. Might we suggest that such a tist Church, Westfield, Massapoint of view is equally unrealistic in that the college has chusetts. He was promoted and
a lieutenant in
every right to safeguard its property and its reputation, and commissioned
the Chaplains Corps in 1941. In
to discourage some students from becoming annoying and July of 1953 he was promoted to
obnoxious to others.
Only a period of operation can reveal whether or not the Captain.
new policy will be an effective one, but we feel that the new The Captain served both in
revised Bates drinking policy is a realistic compromise be- European and Pacific waters
tween either extreme, and that the wording is clear and offers during World War II and with
little room for misunderstanding. Whether a student agrees Task Forces 58 and 38 took part
or not with the content of the statement, he at least knows in the entire push from the Gilexactly where he stands in relation to the established rules. berts through the first raids on
We hope students and faculty will realize this and will co- Truk, Marianas, Okinawa, and
Formosa, to the landing of U. S.
operate and support the revised policy.
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1957 Marks Centennial
Of Jonathan Davis Bell
by Paula Pratt
Throughout the past century,
Hathorn Bell has rung (some
might say tolled) out the message of a new day to sleeply students. Back in the "good ol'
days" the rising hour was 7 a. m.
A 1908 student noted the first
change in a progressively worse
schedule when the hour was
changed to 6:45.
In these modern days of radio
alarms, however, the 6:30 bell
rings on deaf ears and occasionally students with no cuts left
wake with a start when the 7:40
bell rings. Then ensues a five
minute mad scramble to class
which is possible but not advisable.
Hathorn Bell dates back one
hundred years when it first rang
out its cheerful greeting to students of the Maine State Seminary. Since its first ringing,
rriany incidents have occurred
which have built up a store of
tradition and lore surrounding
Hathorn Bell. The most important single incident, of course,
was the founding of Bates College in 1864 by Oren B. Cheney.
Finds Inscription
Dean Harry Rowe told this reporter of the time he climbed
the ladders to the belfry to investigate the situation. He found
the inscription on the 1,000
pound bell to read: "Maine State
Seminary, presented by Jonathan Davis of Webster, 1857."
Hathorn Bell has performed
more services than hailing students to classes and meals. Traditionally it has pealed the tidings of victory for the Bates
Bobcats. In an old issue, the
STUDENT relates how some
over-zealous Parker girls turned
the bell half over in an attempt
to show their happiness over a
Bates victory.

Baiter Door
Last fall the students went
one better and turned the bell
over a few times when ringing it
for the victory over the Maine
football team. Unfortunately the
bell ringers were not at home
when the final score was announced and consequently, the
door was knocked down in an
effort to get to the bell. Hathorn
rang out for a total of two hours
Forces in the Philippines.
on that memorable occasion.
The practice of announcing
debating victories has long since
ceased. On the more serious side,
(Continued irom page three)
the bell is tolled before the
Walter H. Boyce, Dean Harry chapel funeral services of beRowe and the Student Council loved faculty members.
that the college "absorb" one or
Requires Responsibility
two Hungarian refugee students
This year the job of taking
who have come to the U. S. during the recent European crisis. care of the bell is in the hands
He urged all students to help of Tom King, '58, and John
contribute to this very worth- Steadman, '60. They are also
responsible for Hathorn Hall
while and deserving cause.
since they have to be on hand
Last semester three representatives from the New England from 6:30 until the last bell is
rung at 5:30.
Colleges and School Board inAlthough the job requires
spected the college for re-certification. Phillips stated that "the much responsibility and care,
group left with strong words of they both find it advantageous to
praise for Bates and its Plan of study in the quiet surroundings
of Hathorn Hall. Once in awhile,
Education."
slipups occur such as the time
Praises Sports Teams
John woke up from a sound
In conclusion the speaker
sleep at 2:45 and thinking it was
congratulated the track team
3:05, he hastily rang the bell, to
and Coach Walter Slovenski on
the confusion of all concerned.
their excellent performance this
winter, and also Coach Verne Buzzer Announces Victory
Ullom and the basketball squad
Some parties have urged an
for "its exciting playing, espe- installation of a buzzer system
cially in our last game with in the dorms and class buildings
Bowdoin."
which would take the place of

Phillips'Chapel Talk

Hathorn Bell. Could you imagine a buzzer announcing the victory of the hard fighting Bobcats?
Even though the bell is not always heard in the farthest corners of campus, and it sometimes
suffers from human failings, we
at Bates would mourn the loss
of our historic Hathorn Bell.

Engaged: Alan Cook and Jean
Burgess of Rhode Island School
of Design; congratulations to
Nancy Libbey '56 and Garvey
MacLean '57.
The Wogans are leading
the Phantoms with a fierce
canine close behind!
Remy Martins claims all rumors are false. Women are undependable and no match for
the Celtics.
A certain girl from Cheney should not ask personal
questions about Kinsey
while attending a Race
class.
People who have visions of
history professors going to hell
should beware of almost certain
retaliation.
Judas is a bad actor 1
Appointment of the week:
Percy's at one P. M. on Tuesday.
(A bag, or it's about that time.)
Survey classes are becoming more colorful everyday.
Egg rolling contests and
blackboard
murals
by
"Toughie"
are competing
with Keats and Shelley.
Remember the flask of the
20's? Maybe it's gone out of
style, but the custom is still
here. A swig of that old cough
medicine sure raises the spirits
of one Hacker sophomore!
What Doleful student was
seen trying to purchase
some potent liquid Saturday
night on lower Lisbon
Street? He was in a pretty
grave situation. Lei's hope
he doesn't need a bier for
future use.
Some senior shocked the girls
at Rand by returning from a
weekend at R.P.I, with a bouquet of white roses. It seems
there is some signficance attached to such a custom, but what's
the story, Pepi?
There was an unusual
amount of traffic on campus
Saturday afternoon after the
jam session at Steckino's,
wasn't there?
The crew
from Roger Bill must be
running a "Right to the
Door" taxi service. And
speaking of that jam session, Ross Deacon is a second Fred Astaire, judging
from his demonstration on
Saturday.
Concerning the praise being
given to the Cultch department
by the juniors and seniors:
Flattery will get you nowhere.
There is a proctor whose
mind runs on the Cultural
Heritage line. When asked
in class what the Monte
Casino was (for you underclassmen — a castle), our
little gal answered, "Some
gambling joint." It's people
like this that the course
benefits the most!
Troll has a new hobby, writing letters to the U. S. government.
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Jazz Corner

Sky-Challengers Stir Enthusiasm
SonnyRollins 'Saxophone
Conveys Brute Emotions For Diving In Wild-Blue-Yonder

by Miriam Hamm
modern jazz. (There is a controWho ever heard of sky diving?
versy on whether a "true" school Not very many of us, until
exists.)
Jacques Istel and Lewis Sanborn
visited Bates and generated camExpose New Ideas
By far the most important con- pus enthusiasm for this unfamiltribution of the big bands, be-' iar and exciting sport,
sides the development of musi-1 Since then, many of the "tracians, was the exposing of very [ ditionally conservative" Bates
original ideas and arrangements, students have become anxious
These arrangements prodded in- to learn more about parachuting
to all theories of music and they, and the skilled sports of spot
extended jazz forms and jazz; jumping and sky diving; they
conception. The work of Gil' are even eager to make that
Evans, Stan Kenton, Pete Rugulo FIRST jump!
and Ralph Burns will not be Stimulates Campus Interest
forgotten by jazz lovers.
Istel's chapel talk two weeks
The great modern tenor saxo- ae°- alon8 with an explanation
Music Shows Directness
phonist, Stan Getz, is a product and demonstration of the necesHis music reflects the influ- of the Woody Herman band. He' sary equipment, stimulated so
ence of Charlie Parker and Les- has absorbed the influences of much interest that some Bates
ter Young and also the influence ; Charlie
Parker
and
Lester: students plan to attend a college
of Coleman Hawkins, a giant Young, and has evolved a light! competition in May.
As a
among the tenor saxophonists in flowing, legato style.
a speaker, his fascinating
the swing era. His music shows
personality, quick, lively sense
Has Bold Competitor
a directness of conception, a
of humor, and contagious enthuThe influence of the Getzian
hardness of tone, and an almost
siasm are the leading assets,
school now has a bold comanimal expressiveness. In short,
plus the ability to capture an
petitor in the staccato style of
he conveys brute emotion.
, Sonny Rollins and his followers. audience's attention.
Nowhere in contemporary jazz : These are the two major schools Accent Adds Appeal
The combination of these
can one find a more expressive of saxophone sounds on the conqualities
make his talents as a
and convincing performer than \ temporary scene.
Sonny. As Miles Davis once re„ ,
.,
. .
,. _ speaker quite extraordinary, and
Perhaps the greatest recording his French accent is an inmarked concerning his jazz
session ever conducted can be triguing addition to his appeal!
combo, "I want this group to
found on Capitol H 459. This is
Istel was born in France and
Jacques A. Istel, Captain of U. S. Parachuting Team,
sound the way Sonny plays."
the legendary session which was has since become an American
with full equipment
to become the inspiration of the citizen. A graduate of Princeton
Two Bands Develop
Modern
Jazz
movement
of
the
A member of the Marine re- Incorporated, Istel was also the
Another phase of the Bop
University in 1949, he served
movement, though of not so 1950's.
with the Marine Corps and later serve, he also serves as a consul- captain of the U. S. Jumping
piercing importance artistically Great Group Assembles
became associated with a Madi- tant to the government on the Team which participated in the
This session, conducted by son Avenue public relations military implications, uses, and international
competition
in
as the small combo developments, concerns big bands. The I trumpeter Miles Davis, along firm.
technical developments of para- Moscow last year.
two great bands which devel-' with baritone saxophonist Gerry Serves As Consultant
chuting. He has designed equipIn a national spot jumping
oped in the Bop era were those j Mulligan
and
arranger
Gil
He now manages his own pub- ment and suggested technical competition in Oklahoma last
of Stan Kenton and Woody Her- Evans, employed new instru- lic relations firm, while at the improvements,
year, he won the contest with a
ments in jazz, experimental in- same time managing to continue I Captains U. S. Team
drop only 34 feet from the tarman.
new
concepts his avid interest in sky diving
Vice-president of the National get. He has made over 100
These bands harbored great strumentation,
Parachute Jumpers and Riggers, jumps, including 45 sky dives
musicians who are now staples and perhaps the greatest group and spot jumping.
from above 4,000 feet.
on the Modern Jazz scene. of musicians ever assembled for
Trains Paratroopers
Among these musicians are a recording session. Besides
Shelly Manne. Stan Getz, Al Davis and Mulligan, were John
Sanborn and he met at the
Cohn, Zoot Sims, Bill Perkins, Lewis, Leo Konitz, J. J. Johnson,
Oklahoma competition in SepShorty Rogers, Terry Gibbs and Max Roach and other greats.
tember 1955. A native of Ohio,
The article in the next installArt Pepper. The influence of
Sanborn was also a member of
the chaos. "American" morality the Armed Forces during the
these musicians is most deeply ment will delve into the conby Garvey MacLean
may
have dropped its medieval Korean War and trained parafelt in the West Coast School of temporary jazz scene.
Some people go to church because it means prestige. Th° vestiges, but Christian education, troopers for the government.
Upon his discharge from the
more time spent, the more pres- on the whole, continues to stagtige. Others attend because they nate in the swamp of supersti- service, Sanborn moved to Florfeel they fulfill an obligation, tion and myth. The church fails ida. There he said he "enjoyed
such as the Easter and Christ- to ask the necessary question a lot of water-skiing and spot
mas Christians who can not total- ("the inebriating brew" has re- jumping." He has been para(Continued on page eight)
ly shake loose the Christian mor- placed the grape juice).
ality, perhaps due to the pres- Remedies Rise
Failure to develop a maturing tempt made to eradicate the
sure of the spiritual drives.
education
system, and the ex- causes of repression. Once the
Still others attend church because it affords them a place to ternal devotion has given rise to cathartic action wears off, the
show off a new hat or to meet a at lease two prominent religious causes remain to begin another
"tie-up."
friend. No true value can come "remedies".
Religious organizations spend Advocates Positive Approach
from spending time in church if
DREAM GIRL
these are the motives behind thousands of dollars each year
This "Ex-lax" remedy for the
in advertisement. "Youth for problems of the American people
attendance.
The neglect of education is a Christ" and "The Radio Bible is contrasted with a second
segment of the circular cause of Class" exemplify one remedy's "cure." "Peace of mind" therapy
use of radio. Both programs are has proved successful for clergypets of various Protestant sects. men of several faiths. A most inSee Our
"My ideal gal has got to be
Ringmasters Convince
fluential variation advocates a
BEAUTIFUL SILVER
From four foot six to six foot three!
They give the impression of a positive approach to life.
And I insist, my ideal queen
AND CHINA SELECTIONS minstrel show and three-ring
The individual is encouraged
Be plump or slim or in-between.
circus "rolled" into one. The to see the world through the
Redhead, brunette, or blonde" . . . said he,
"ringmasters" are fiery, Bible- rosy glass of optimism — "every"I won't complain if she's a she."
belters whose emotionalism is day and in everyway I am besuppose to convince people of coming better and better." The
MORAL: Dreaming's fine—but you
the
need for religion.
"God's - in - His - heaven - and want to smoke for real. So get behind
Certainly these programs offer all's - right - with - the - world"
JEWELER
a Chesterfield. That's flavor, man!
an outlet for repressed emotions; belief seems unreal and meanThat's aroma! Speak up and say
however, the effect cannot be ingless.
Chesterfield—and take your pleasure
83 Lisbon St.
Lewision lasting because there is no atBIG. Packed more smoothly by
The problem of evil, moral and
ACCU«RAY, it's the smoothest
natural, confronts people in
tasting smoke today!
many mundane experiences. To
side step the issue by believing
Smoke for reol . . . smoke Chesterfield!
this is the "best of all possible
S50 for every philosophical verse accepted for publication. Chesterfield, P.O Box 21, New York 46, N.Y.
worlds" provides no answer for
69 SABATTUS STREET
such problems as juvenile deO UlKII * Bun Totarco Co.
liquency and alcoholism.
The Bop movement in jazz
concerned itself primarily with
small combos employing great
freedom for improvisation. The
influence that this movement was
to have on future jazz generations was very profound.
This change within Bop developed a brand of musicians who
were excellent technicians and'
also original thinkers. The great'
tenor saxophonist, Sonny Rollins,
now a member of the Max Roach
Quintet, is a prime example of
the small combo-nurtured jazz
musician.

Popular Religion Offers
Two "Cures For Living

HtmyTfrifoi

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL
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Garnet Senior Basketballers
Big Factor In Winter Season
Last week

against

Bowdoin, at Morse High School in Bath, Jersey product, having played
at Ridgewood High School.
Jim did not play basketball
until he came to Bates, and as
a result has not been a starter.
Whenever he has played, however, he has proven that he is
a real scrapper with considerable ability.
Dick Sullivan is another athlete who made quite a name for
himself in high school. Dick
played football, baseball, and
basketball at Northampton High
School in Massachusetts and is
one of the finest athletes to
come out of that school.
Sullivan started off strong at
Bates until a very unfortunate
leg injury in his sophomore year
put a virtual end to his athletic
career. Dick has stuck" to basketball and deserves much credit for his loyalty to his team and
school.
A good part of Bates basketball successes in the past four
years is due to the fine work of
these five seniors, and they deserve a rousing farewell as they
bow out tonight. They will be
sorely missed.

by Ed Gilson
five seniors took the court for Maine, where he was an allThis time of the year could easily be described as "The the last time in a Bates uniform. state center and a member of
everyone's all - opponent team.
Lull" on the Bates sports horizon. Winter sports for the Captain George Schroder, Jack He averaged over 20 points a
Hartleb, Ralph Davis, Jim Muth,
year have gone by the board and spring sports, although and Dick Sullivan participated season and, in addition, was
practices are already in session, do not officially get their in their final game for the Gar- runnerup in a state-wide foulshooting contest.
respective schedules in operation until after spring vacation. net.
Hartleb Prolific Scorer
Captain
Schroder
has
certainAmidst the practices held for baseball and track is Spring
. After high school. Hartleb
ly
been
a
big
factor
in
any
sucFootball, held for the coaches' benefit to experiment with
cess Bates might have achieved went to M.C.I, for a year where
new plays and to get a preview of the players they'll have this year. He has averaged close he captained the team, again
on hand -come September. Spring football from the players' to twenty points a game this made all-state forward, and avviewpoint is quite different, as we know.
year and has worked well under eraged over 20 points a season.
In recent years, a big hula-baloo was made over Spring the boards. His spirit and lead- At Bates, Hartleb captained
ership ability have sparked the the freshman team and was their
practice by many schools. It was thought, on one hand, to Bobcats to more than one close high scorer. Jack has played
be completely useless and on the other, to be an over- victory this season.
varsity ball for the past three
emphasis of football. The results of this nation-wide conGeorge began his basketball years and has made all-state
cern over Spring Practice and over-emphasis of football career at Evander Childs High guard each year. In his sophowere these: 1) The NCAA put a limit of 10 days on Spring School in New York City, and more year he scored 280 points,
Football (in the past many southern, southwestern and developed -his abilities with last year he hooped 281 points,
and this season he has over 200
other local teams.
western schools had practice for almost a month); 2) Many
points including a 35 point barschools, including the entire Ivy League, upon some soul Captains Varsiiy
rage against Maine.
At Bates, Schroder captained
searching, decided to cut out this nasty business of Spring
Ralph "Dud" Davis attended
the freshman team to a 10-5 rec- high school in Bloomfield, New
Practice entirely, and 3) Most of the nation's colleges went
ord, and at the end of his hops- Jersey, where he starred in basback to spring practice to the tune of the new rules.
omore year he was elected cap- ketball and track.
Spring Practice can easily be organized and carried out tain of the varsity squad. HowAt Bates, Ralph has played
in the big schools. Usually the football coach is just the ever, a hitch in the service and basketball for three years. He
football coach and not concerned with the other sports. then a broken leg last year in- started his sophomore and junterrupted his career. He returnIn most cases the football player is not connected with other ed to captain the squad this year ior year and hooped 113 points
last season. This season. Ralph
sports which would conflict with Spring Football. The and is having his greatest season has spent most of his time as
time element of all concerned is not a problem at UCLA, ever.
a sub, which certainly seems unJack Hartleb is one of the best usual for a player with his talMichigan State or Duke as it is here at Bates. Nor is it a
problem at Yale or Princeton. But the Ivy Leaguers feel basketball players Bates has had ent and fighting spirit. Davis is
jn many years, and he has
spring football is a trend toward too much emphasis — with sparked the Bobcats for the last also an excellent baseball player and will captain this year's
them its the principle of the thing.
four seasons.
squad.
The Ivy League is now an official "conference," so to Jack first attracted attention
Jim Muth is another New
speak, and often comes up with a real eastern power. They
play the game for fun so they say, no bowl games, no spring
practice, no nothing. But who are they trying to kid? Just
because they don't do the above things they want everyone to believe they're de-emphasizing football. This is not
The Bates Jayvees closed out cially strong at the end of the
true.
one of their most successful sea- season notched 12, and John
Ivy League coaches want good players, good teams and
sons of all time last Wednesday Whitten, the Bobkittens' fine
a good season just like anyone else. They work hard at night at the alumni gym when
playmaker hit for 10.
achieving these goals and in turn, they work their players they convincingly trounced a
Jim Wylie almost made it six
hard. Football is a serious thing with them and their men, scrappy Wicks club to the tune men in double figures as he capand not all fun as they'd like us to believe. Ivy League of 81-69. The Wicks combine tured 8 points. Joe Walsh and
coaches are under a definite handicap without Spring Foot- from Brunswick kept fairly close Bob Hooper closed out the seain the first half, but the Bobkit- son's scoring with 4 and 2 points
ball.
tens pulled away in the second! respectively.
Spring Football is a handy tool for the coach and if you stanza. Actually, the final score
Young was high man for the
take football seriously — and I mean playing it to win — indicates a closer game than Wicks with 19 points, which was
the game high. He was followed
then spring football is necessary. Bates does it and we're played.
Murphy Kitten High Scorer
by Mace with 12, Anderson with
small time. We don't over-emphasize sports. Spring footWith the Kittens having the 11, and Audet and Carr with 10
ball does not, as the Ivy League thinks, merely mean too entire starting lineup hitting points to their credit.
much emphasis on football — but it is necessary.
double figures, they made it one Best Record Yet

"You mean
Bobkittens Wallop Wicks a gift to
For Best JV Record Yet niv college
can result in a
larger income
w
for my family?

Roger Bill Smith Middle Meet
In Intramural Playoffs Tonight
by Pete Ailing
The
Intramural Basketball
League playoffs open tonight at
the Alumni Gym at 7:00 when
the Smith Middle charges take
on last year's playoff champions
from Roger Bill. The Smithmen
have gone unbeaten this year in
six games of B League competition and are set upon taking
their seventh straight decision.
Roger Bill copped the C
League title this year by virtue
of their 3-1 slate. Although all
of the personnel that were on
last year's Cinderella team are
playing elsewhere, this team,
composed entirely of freshmen,
will be out to continue their
winning ways in playoff competition.
The winner of this contest will j
then clash with a A League
Champions from Bardwell, who,
drew an automatic bye in this I

small-scale tournament, later in
the week to decide the Campus
Basketball Championship. Bardwell enters the playoffs as oddson favorites by virtue of their
size, speed, and bench strength.
Final Standings
A League
Bardwell
Roger Williams
John Bertram
Garcelon (OM)
Smith North
'Garcelon
Russell
B League
Bardwell
Smith Middle
Roger Williams
Mitchell
John Bertram
Off Campus
Smith South
C League
Roger Williams
Smith Middle
Bardwell
Smith South
Smith North

of the finest team efforts of the| Thus the Bobkitten compiled
year. Big Joe Muruhy, varsity I the best record held by a Jayvee
material for next year, led the quintet at Bates. Their two lossBates attack with 17 points. es came at the hands of the
Right behind Joe was Art New Hampshire Freshman at
Pfeiffer and sophomore Dave Durham, where the Kittens were
Smith with 14 digits apiece, hampered by a long narrow
while Ross Deacon, another court with loose floorboards, and
sophomore, who came on espe(Continued on page seven)
New Ivy League

6-0
4-?.
3-3
3-3
2-3
2-3
0-6
5-1
6-0
3-3
2-4
2-4
2-4
1-5
3-1
2-2
2-?.
2-2
1-3

SPORT SHIRTS
CREW NECK SWEATERS
Lamb's Wool
10% Student Discount

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP
136 Lisbon St

Tel. 4-4141

CONGRATULATIONS
to the Bates Track Team on
their fine winter season; also
congratulations to the Basketball Team for their firery
win over Bowdoin.

covering these days—to his
pleasant surprise—that a gift
to his Alma Mater can bring
definite future tax advantages
to his wife and family.
Our experienced Trust
Department will be glad to
work with you and your attorney on the financial and trust
aspects of the educational gift
you have in mind...regardless of its size.
We'll be glad to send you a copy of
"Facts Everyone Should Know About
Charitable Giving," which you may

COOPER'S

find valuable at this time. Simply

Sabattus Street

drop us a card today.

We Serve The Best

^DEPOSITORS

LEWISTON SHOE CLINIC

^7$& Trust Company

QUICK DEPENDABLE SERVICE

We're Ready To Serve Bates Students
25 Sabattus Street

Many a businessman is dis-

lo Offices Serving the Heart of Maine

Lewision

Main Office: Aupusta, Maine

t$t
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'Cats Nip Polar Bears In Thriller
ck

Hatch Greets GriddersAt\^
Hartleb Scores Basket In
Spring Football Practice Final Second To Close Season
It looked as if the Bobcats frame, which saw the lead seeby Alan Wayne
i service last season include LilCoach Bob Hatch greeted a | jestrand. Bill Tobin, Dick Ellis, would register another second saw back and forth 6 times until
good-sized turnout of thirty- Jack Flynn and Pete Post and half loss last Wednesday night, the final two minutes when the
eight candidates headed by co-' ends Jim Kirsch and Pete Jod- but they emerged victorious in 'Cats opend up a spread of 12
captains John Liljestrand and aitis. Other aspirants include a 74 to 72 game against Bowdoin points, 37-29.
Wayne Kane as the annual Dave Walsh, Bill Hayes, George after blowing a 14-point half- Garnet Holds Lead
spring football drills got under Deuillet and ex-serviceman Lar- time lead.
Soon after opening up their
A final-second driving lay-Tip
way in the cage last week. The ry Hubbard.
second
half 14 point lead, the
nine day session will end this
Holdovers in the backfield in- by senior mainstay Jack Hartleb Bates cagers seemed to suddenSaturday with a final scrim- clude quarterbacks Tom Vail barely nipped the final buzzer
ly cool off and coupled with a
mage.
and Bill Heidel; halfbacks John and the Polar Bears, after the spurt by Bowdoin the tilt was
Concentrating mainly on fun- Makowsky, Drayton and Bur- clutch forward had already tied
damentals and doing an exten- gess; and freshman fullback Bob the tilt with a set shot with a all-even at 63-63 with 5 minutes
left.
sive amount of experimentation. Muello. With the likes of Perry minute remaining.
The Polar Bears then hiked
Hatch is pleased with the group and Martin lost, the Garnet ob- j Candelmo to Hartleb ■" Win
the margin to six points again,
attending and is anticipating on viously faces a rough assignment!
Following the tying loss by 72-66, with less than two minhaving a larger squad to answer in this sector.
Hartleb, the Bobcats took pos- utes to play, but Bates was able
the opening kickoff against Norsession with 58 seconds remain- to cash in on fast breaks by big
New Faces
wich next fall.
New faces at practice compet- ing on a rule violation by the freshman Jim Sutherland, Will
Bobcat Losses
ing for positions include service Bears as they attempted to put j Callendar and Hartleb, setting a
The loss, due to graduation, of!
returnees Hubbard and Len the ball in play. Freshman Phil 72-all stage for Hartleb's dramathe standout quartet of backs
Warner, plus George Charkou- Candelmo soloed with the ball tic ending. An ending which reBob Martin and Paul Perry, |
dian, Vincent DiGangi, Dick in order to set up the clock, minded all Bobcat fans of the
plus linemen Phil Carletti and
Fouracre, Tony Orlandella, Pete then passed to Hartleb in the I manner in which he came
Brian Flynn
has
promtped
corner to set up the winning through in the clutch to tie up
Allen- and Jerry Feitelberg.
Hatch to experiment in a numthe game in the Bobcats' earlier
drive.
ber of spots in an effort to plug Garnet Engages Jumbos
double overtime loss to NorthBobcats
Third
in
State
The
schedule
for
next
autumn
the gaps left by the aforemen-1
eastern.
tioned in the State Series cham- features one change — the addi- j It was the final game of the
pion lineup. Among the main tion of Tufts in place of Upsala. season for both clubs and the Burke High Scorer
switchovers being planned is the The Hatchmen will play the hosts wound up with an 8-11
Sophomore Bobby Burke again
conversion of sophomore guard customary seven - game slate, record as compared to last sea- led the Bobcat quintet, hooping
Jim Geanakos to the center slot, j with four games to be played on son's 7-12 mark.
The win, a game-high total of 20 points,
Also contemplated is changing Garcelon Field.
coupled with Colby's 73 to 65 followed by Hartleb who had
Kane to offensive fullback, while ! The schedule:
loss to Maine, tied the charges 17.
retaining his guard position on' Sept. 28
Bates' superiority in shooting
Norwich of Coach Verne Ullom with the
defense and switching fleetback
Oct. 5
Tufts i Black Bears for third place in from the floor actually accountFred Drayton to left half and
ed for the win as they made
Oct. 12
Worcester Tech. the Maine State Series.
Jack Burgess to right half.
Oct. 19
Middlebury (away)
The Bobcats had ended the good 28 out of 64 attempts for
Linemen in Abundance
Maine first half on the long end of a a percentage of .378 as compar••Oct. 26
Up forward, a number of re- •Nov. 2
Bowdoin (away) 41 to 33 score and quickly push- ed to Bowdoin's .368 average
turning linemen should give the •Nov. 9
Colby (away) ed it to 47-33 after a minute of coming on 25 for 68.
However, on the foul lane
the second canto. It was a close
Bobcats a good representation. •State Series
contest throughout the opening the Bobcats were once again
Returnees who saw considerable ••Homecoming

Cage, Meet Records
Tumble To Trackmen
The Bobcat winter track
squad recently completed their
most successful season in many
years. The thinclads copped five
straight victories after an opening defeat at the hands of Maine.
The victories came at the expense of New Hampshire, Northeastern, Tufts, Bowdoin, and
Providence.
Maine Our Only Loss
The losing effort at Maine was
the one dark spot in the otherwise bright season. The Bobcats
started slowly and were never
able to overcome the home
club's lead. The final score stood

at 68M to 57#.
Bright spots in the Bates output were the first places copped
by freshman Rudy Smith in the
300 and 600 yard runs and Jim
Wheeler in the discus and shot
put. Bill Neuguth and John
Douglas also won blue ribbons
for Bates while Bill Finch of
Maine set a new broadjump record of 22 feet 8'/- inches.
JNH Blasted
The next week proved just the
.pposite as the Cat tracksters
'lasted New Hampshire 82-44.
Two meet records were broken
as Rudy Smith won the bOO in

Luiggi's Pizzeria

1:14.1 and John Rasmussen of
NH copped the 1000 in 2:23. Bill
Neuguth and Jim Wheeler were
both double winners while Fresina, Douglas
Gartner, and
Capt. McGrath won single blue
ribbons.
Garden Victory
The following week the Cats
travelled to Northeastern where
they squeezed out a 56%-56%
victory on the basis of a fine
performance by the newly-organized relay team. A crowd of
10,000 fans saw Smith overcome
a 10 yard deficit in the last leg
of the relay to give the Bobcats
the necessary five points. Bill
Neuguth made a fine showing in
the hurdles at the Garden when
he was just edged out by Olympic stars Lee Calhoun and Milt
Campbell.
Bates again dominated the

— Features —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

To Eat Here and to Take Out
Telephone 2-0701

Modern Cleaners

Corner Horton and Sabattus Streets

Campus Agents:

DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

PAUL PERRY
DICK MORAES

topped as the Polar Bears made
22 out of 30 and Bates converted 18 out of 28. In addition to
the personal fouls, Bowdoin
drew a pair of costly technicals
which cost them three points
and the margin of victory.
The summary:
Bales
G
F P
Schroder f
.
6
1
13
Hartleb f
6
5
17
Callendar c
3
17
Sutherland c
4
19
Burke g
6
8 20
O'Grady g
2
2
6
Candelmo g
10
2
Totals
28
18 74
Bowdoin
G
F P
Carpenter f
3
4
10
Putnam f
1
1
3
Woods f
3
5
11
Johnson f
1
0
2
Fraser c
7
4
18
Stover g
4
0
8
0
2
McGovern g
2
Willey g
6
6
18
Totals
25 22 72

Jayvee Basketball

(Continued from page six)
Maine Central Institute, a team
which they defeated once during
the regular season, and dropped
a contest at Pittsfield in MCI's
"box" gym.
Credit must go to all these
game cagers, who thrilled the
Bates fans with exciting basketball throughout the season. Credit also, must be handed to Coach
Chick Leahey who handled the
team with the finesse of a professional coach, as he molded a
rather ragged quintet into one
of the top Jayvee combines in
Maine. Many of the boys who
finished out the season with the
field events with Fresina win- Kittens, will be looked forward
ning the weights and Wheeler to be main cogs in the Varsity
coppint; the shotput. Steadily of 1957-58.
Box score:
improving Dave Erdman won
Bates
the pole vault while freshman
2
4
8
star John Douglas won the Wylie*
Murphy
6
5
17
broad jump.
Pfeiffer
6
2
14
Whitten
3
4
10
Tufts Walloped
7
0
14
On February 9, the thinclads Smith
Hooper
1
0
2
returned home to wallop the Deacon
5
2
12
Tufts Jumbos 62-51 for their Walsh
1
2
4
Peterson
0
0
0
third straight victory.
31
19
81
Neuguth was the sole double
Wicks
winner as he set a new meet j Carr
5
0
10
5
9
19
record of 5.9 sec. in winning the | Young
4
3
11
high hurdles; and a new cage Anderson
Mace
3
6
12
record of 5.8 sec. in the low Audet
2
6
10
hurdles. Sensational Rudy Smith Mitchells
2
0
4
0
2
2
•haltered the meet record in the j Conners
21
26
69
600 and set a new cage record
in the qualifying heat of the 40 j the next mark of 5.6 records in
yard dash.
i the low hurdles.
Other Bates winners were
The home squad again domiDave Erdman in the pole vault, nated in the field events and
Pete Gartner in the high jump, : the jumps with Fresina, WheelJohn Fresina in the weights, er, Douglas, and Erdman coppJim Wheeler in the shot, and ! ing victories in their events.
John Douglas in the broad jump. Smith Triple Winner
Garnet Humbles Bowdies
The spikemen closed their
On February 16, Bates gar- highly successful season on Febnered their first dual win over ruary 23 when they tripped the
Bowdoin in 16 years by an ; Providence ollege Friars 83-39.
87%-38% score. Pete Gartner,
Rudy Smith was a triple winRudy Smith and Bill Neuguth [ ner, coming home first in the 40
were the stars in the winning yard dash as well as the 300 and
cause.
; 600 yard runs. His time of 33
Gartner broke the meet rec- seconds flat in the 300 shattered
ord in the high jump with a fine I a 30 year cage record.
leap of 6' 3%", while Smith
Bill Neuguth won the high
continued to shatter records in hurdles, John Douglas captured
the 300 and 600 yard runs. His the broad jump, and Fred Brag1:13.8 in the 600 was a new don won the mile.
meet and cage record, and his
Co-Captain Wes Wicks took
33.3 in the 300 was the fastest the 1000 yard run and Co-Capever run by a Bates man. Neu- tain Mick McGrath garnered a
guth altered a meet record for pair of seconds in the 300 and
the second straight week, tying 600 yard runs.
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Sky-Challengers

Letters To The Editor
February 20,1957 East. Would the President, with I student-led Sunday service
the request of military aid from | would be appreciated by many
To the editor:
We have just finished listening the attacked nation, supply that i students and are offering this
to the President's speech on the aid directly to that country or i solution for the problem. Instead
of a morning service that would
radio. We feel that his decision through the United Nations?
concerning the present Israeli
Perhaps this is an unfair conflict with our participation in
issue, will best fulfill the aims of question, for if the former al- the church services in town, we
the charter of the UN, and is the ternative were employed,
it suggest having one on Sunday
proper moral action in this case. would graphically indicate a afternoon at 4 p. m.
Just how this issue will be re- lack of faith in the UN and its Offer Leadership Opportunity
This would please those who
solved is still a question in our ability to enforce its charter in
minds, and we hope he and the which the United States has ! like to sleep late and those who
' are affiliated with churches in
Congress will furnish possible formally placed its trust.
solutions to the UN as soon as Request Expansion of Doctrine ! Lewiston or Auburn. A halfthey can be formulated.
We understand the complexity hifur service would not take
;
of
policy-making decisions and I much time from the industrious
Challenge Consistency
As to the s6-called Middle I the need for flexibility in any few who do study. It would also
East doctrine, how is this logi- j policies intended to solve inter- offer opportunity for those intercally and morally consistent national difficulties. However, ested in learning to lead worwith the aims of the United Na- : we feel that it is a matter of j ship.
The need for a student-led
tions? Is this not a manifestation moral and political necessity
of the same lack of faith in the j that this doctrine be expanded Sunday service has long been
recognized. Isn't it about time
UN that Israel is presently ex-1I into a more lucid framework.
hibiting?
We feel that this is a duty some action was taken?
Carol Williams
It seems to us that he has not | which the Congress and the
Linda
Tanner
properly explicated just how i President must fulfill in order
that
the
principles
on
which
our
this doctrine intends to solve:
Middle East problems within the government has been based may To the editor:
We notice with interest that
framework of the UN charter. be best served.
Ronald E. Stevens the Christmas recess for the
Is it morally justifiable for the
John W. Nickerson school year 1957-58 has been
U.S. to "go it alone" in the Midchanged so that the vacation
Wesley D.' Wicks
dle East, essentially assuming its
period now runs from Saturday,
responsibilities are more press- j
December 14, to Thursday, Janing than those of the UN? Possi-, To the editor:
bly it has not been made clear, For some time now the sub- uary 2. It would seem advanjust what the implications of: ject of Sunday chapel services tageous to start the vacation
this doctrine are.
on campus has been repeatedly somewhat earlier than has been
brought up, aired, and allowed j aone in the past.
Consider Hypothetical Case
Is this not political thought to sink back into the realm of! Many students leave campus
after the fact, the results of "someday." The main reason for early to work and classroom efwhich may never be able to this is that the arguments on ficiency is definitely cut down.
solve any future problems? Let both sides are valid, making it It is quite understandable, then,
us consider a hypothetical case,, easy to shrug off the issue and that the faculty would be desirous of some change here.
in which a Communist country maintain the status quo.
We are of the opinion that a However, we also note that
attacks a nation in the Middle

offers
rewarding
career opportunities
to

Seniors and Graduate Students
What you should know

about
International Business Machines
Corporation
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A world-recognized leader and pioneer
in the fastest-growing and perhaps the
one "unlimited" field in electronics today: digital computer development,
manufacture and sales. Builder of the
world's largest computer.
IBM leadership is based on a 42year record of steady achievement and
growth, with sales doubling on an average of every five years in the past 25.
Serves all industry, plus government
and education.
IBM's excellent salary and employee
benefit program is instrumental in
achieving an employee turnover of less
than one-sixth the national average.
Advancement is based solely on individual merit. Rapid growth creates
positions of responsibility.
IBM Laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in: Poughkeepsie, Endicott, Owego, and Kingston, N. Y., San Jose, California,
Lexington, Ky., and Rochester, Minn.
Sales ana service offices in 190 principal cities throughout the U. S.
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at
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If jomr degree or major

Sign interview schedule fen
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Liberal Arts • Business • Accounting
Engineering • Mathematics

Sales

Accounting • Administration
Management • Auditing

Business Administration

Physics • Mathematics • Engineering

Clark's Drug Store
Manufacturing

If you cannot attend interviews,
write for more information to:
R. W. Hubner, Director of Recruitment,
IBM Corp., 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES
CORPORATION

DRUGS

CHEMICALS
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Main St. at Bales St.
ToL 3-0031

Tel. 4-7326
Call and Delivery
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INCORPORATED
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College Agent - Arlene Gardner I

BOSTON T EA STORE
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249 MAIN STREET

DATA PROCESSING . ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS • TIMS EQUIPMENT • MILITARY PRODUCTS

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

BIOLOGICALS

CONTACT YOUR COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR APPOINTMENT, TODAY!

IBM

quite typical. Last January 1,
the day after the "big one," for
example, 132 people were killed
on American highways.
Force Students to Travel
It would seem that by forcing many Bates students to use
the highways on one day of the
year which is noted for being
unusually dangerous, we are inviting a catastrophe of some
sort.
Would it not be much more
practical to add one more day
to the vacation so that students
could travel on January 2, a
much safer day for driving?
Add Day
A day could easily be added
to the term or a day could be
dropped from another vacation
to compensate. Certainly any
Bates student whose life is
saved by this extra day in January wouldn't complain about
an additional one in June.
Kenneth Harris '58
Alan Kaplan '58
Kenneth Lynde '58

. . . .Applied Science

Engineering Research
and Development

Industrial • Electrical • Mechanical
Mathematics • Physics

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
"Right Across The Bridge"

Physics - Mechanical • Electrical
Engineering Physics
Mathematics

classes will start on the morning following New Year's Day.
This fact has several signficant
disadvantages.
Come Great Distances
It should be clear that students living at any considerable
distance from the campus will
have to travel on January 1 in
order to be at school for morning classes the next day.
(According to the latest catalog, 35 per cent of the Bates
student body live either in
Connecticut or outside the New
England area. We would add
that it takes at least eight hours
with very good driving conditions to reach the campus from
New York City.)
List Disadvantages
The fact that many students
will have to travel almost all
day on January 1 means that:
1. Many will be unable to
participate in traditional New
Year's family activities.
2. Many who would normally participate in some kind of
New Year's Eve activity will
have to curtail that activity if
they are to return early to
campus.
3. Since it seems unlikely
that all will wish to retire much
before midnight in order to
travel refreshed the next day,
many Bates students will return
tired and exhausted from the
holidays.
Note Traffic Increase
4. Even if Bates students
should forego or decrease their
New Year's activities, experience, and unfortunately, the
newspapers tell us that others
won't. If our students return by
car, as many of them will, travelling on the same roads with
them, particularly towards the
evening of January 1, will be
several million more people
than usual, still enjoying, or recovering from a boisterous holiday.
5. Probably because of the
fun-making and drinking but
also simply because many more
cars are on the roads, highway
accidents take a startling increase during holidays such as
this one. New Year's Day is

(Continued from page five)
chuting since he was 18 and has
made 130 jumps.
Recalls Danger
He remembers most vividly
the jump when his 'chute refused to open when he pulled the
rip cord. Relating the story
calmly, Sanborn described his
deliberate preparation to open
his reserve 'chute, as he fell
swiftly toward the ground! A
jumper definitely needs iron
nerves and a clear head.
Also a member of the U. S.
Jumping Team. Sanborn has
now joined Istel in his public
relations work, attempting to
promote interest in this comparatively new sport. There are only
500 parachute enthusiasts in the
U. S.
Appear On TV
Their speaking itinerary included Harvard. Williams. The
Adventurers' Club in New York,
Princeton. Yale (at President
Griswold's personal invitation),
and several California colleges.
As part of their program to
promote interest and gain support for diving, they will appear
on TV's "Wide Wide World" on
March 17 to show their films and
explain the sport.
Hold College Competition
In May an intercollegiate competition will be held in Connecticut, which a few Bates students
are planning to attend. Istel
hopes eventually to establish college clubs across the country.
He said, "For $100,000, the
price of one helicopter, I could
have a club on every campus in
the U. S." And with his ingenuity, persistence, and confident
expectations he probably will!

LEWISTON

